Abstract. In this talk I prment recent charm physics results from the CLEO experiment. Final state interactions and W-annihilation @ects in charmed mesons decays are discussed. These include an isospin analysis of D + KR, observation of the candidate W-annihilation decay D$ + Wr+, and evidence of nonfactorizable effects in D: + rpr+, q'r+, qp+, and rI'p+ decays. Presented next are CLEO'S observations of the SPin3+ excited charmed baryons Z;++ and Z~O, and the excited charmed-strange baryona E;+ and Eg". I conclude with future prospects in charm physics with CLEO'S new silicon detector.
INTRODUCTION
The external and internal spectator diagrams do an excellent job of explaining most of the features in charmed meson decays. For example, the lifetime hierarchy, i.e. the fact that the D+ meson lifetime is a factor of 2 -2.5 times longer than the Do or D$ lifetime can be attributed to the destructive interference between the external and internal diagrams for D+ decays. The D+ decays (d-+ su~~have two d quarks in the final state and so decays such as D+~l?"n+ can occur through both the external and internal spectator diagrams. There is no interference in Do or Dj decays since the anti-quarks in the final state are not identical for Do decays (c-ii~su&i) and D~decays (CS+ SUZ3).
However, the charm quark is still light enough that non-factorizable effects can have non-negligible contributions when compared with the simple spectator decays in many exclusive decays of D mesons. Two effects I will explore with the recent CLEO results are final state interactions (FSI) and W-exchange and W-annihilation decays.
. . Final state interactions occur when the outgoing mesons get rescattered through intermediate resonances that lie near the D mass. For example, the exiting kaon and pion in the Do + K-n+ decay can get rescattered through a highly excited l?" state and emerge as the final state I?oTo. This can enhance color-suppressed decays, since FSI feeds into these channels from the colorallowed decays. For the D -+ Km system, B(~O -+~OnO)/B(~O -+ K-n+) = 0.62 +0.13, which is much larger than the naive expectation of 1/9 from color matching for quarks.
The above example is considered elastic FSI because the isospin and spin content of the initial and rescattered mesons do not change. On the other hand, inelastic FSI change the isospin and spin structure of the outgoing mesons. Some examples of inelastic FSI include Kp + K"n, KK w mm,and K*K* w KK rescattering.
W-exchange and W-annihilations diagrams for~decays such as Do +~0~d 
CHARM PHYSICS WITH CLEO
The CLEO Collaboration consists of over 200 physicists from 24 universities. The data were selected from hadronic events collected by the CLEO II detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). The CLEO 11 detector [3] is a large solenoidal detector with 67 tracking layers and a CSI electromagnetic calorimeter that provides efficient no reconstruction.
Charged kaon and pions are identified using specific ionization (d13/dz) and, when available, time-offlight (TOF) information.
The dl?/ckz and TOF information provide good .,,, .
K/r separation up to 0.7 and 1.1 GeV/c, respectively. For high momentum particles the d17/dz relativistic rise provides greater than 2a K/n separation, which is essential for separating rare El processes such as ll"~Z+T-from Bo + K+7r-. The data used in most of the analyses presented in this talk consist of an integrated luminosity of 4.8 fb-l taken at and just below the T (4S) resonance, corresponding to~3 x 106 lil~events and w 5 x 106 e+e-~@ events. In general, the charm physics analyses at CLEO use a common set of techniques to enhance the charmed hadron signal of interest. These include cuts on the D momentum, event shape, and D* mass difference. The momentum spectrum for charmed hadrons from e+e-+ ci? events is quite hard, so requiring the scaled D momentum to satisfy XP = pD/~->0.5 removes a lot of the combinatorics background from low momentum tracks. Charmed hsdrons from II decays will have a momenta XP <0.5, and ss a side-effect get eliminated. The event shape can be used to enhance charm events since e+e-+ CE events are jetty, whereas BE events decay isotropically because the 13 mesons 
ISOSPIN ANALYSIS OF D + KK
CLEO [4] has recently measured the branching fraction to the Cabibboallowed decay D+ + I@r+ and the Cabibbo-suppressed decay D+ + KjK+.
To extract the signals, we require a D*+ + D+rO tag and XP >0.55. We observe 70+ 12 events for D+~K~K+ and 473* 26 events for D+ + F$r+ (shown in Figure 2 .) The broad peak on the right of the D++ K~K+ signal are D+ -+ I@r+ events where the pion is mis-identified as a kaon, and the excess on the left is due to feed-down from D + K~mr events.
The branching fractions are computed to be 13(D+ + l?°K+) = (0.70+ 0.12 + 0.07+ 0.05)% and I?(D+ +~"r+) = (3.17 q 0.21 & 0.19& 0.21 q 0.32)%, where the second error is systematic, the third is due to uncertainty in the normalization branching fraction, and the fourth error is due to possible interference from doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays (DCSD). The ratio of Cabibbo suppressed to allowed modes is 3.60 higher than tan2 Oc x 0.05. This is due to the destructive interference occurring in the D+ + I?"m+ decay Table 1 shows the isospin amplitude ratio and the relative phase shift (6) . The AI = 1/2 rule in K + m decays, which suppresses the K+ + m+ro decay and implies lAz/Aol = 0.05, does not hold for D -+ mr decays which has a large A2 amplitude. The striking difference in behavior is not well understood.
In the D + Km and mr systems, the color suppressed modes are apprecia- ble because J s 90°. The ratio of color suppressed to color allowed branching fractions are large: 13(D0 +~OmO)/13(.D0+ K-T+) = 0.62 * 0.13 and B(DO + 7r%ro)/z3(Do + 7r+n-) = 0.63& 0.18. Turning off elsstic FSI by setting 6 + Owould decrease the ratios significantly to 0.14 and 0.00, respectively.
On the other hand, the large ratio Z3(D0 + KO~O)/Z3(D0 + K+ K-) = 0.12 + 0.03 is unexpected. Because the Do +~"~o decay can only occur at tree-level via W-exchange, assuming this rate is negligible we would expect lA1/Aol = 1 and the Do + K"l?o rate to be non-zero solely through FSI. But 6 is consistent with being zero, so elastic FSI alone cannot be the explanation.
Moreover, ]A1/Aol is 3.5a from unity. So either W-exchange contributions are large or "inelastic" FSI, which can change both the magnitude and phase of A. and Al, are appreciable.
OBSERVATION OF Dj + w+
D~decays into final states with no strangeness are strong candidates for W-annihilation decays, since D; spectator decays will always have an E quark in the final state. The D$ + or+ decay was expected to be a smoking gun for W-annihilation (see Figure 1) since the decay has no FSI contributions; the quantum numbers of the m+ system (Jp = 0-and IG = 1+) do not correspond to any known resonances. This is not true for D$ + mm or p which are expected to have significant FSI.
However, this simple model is flawed. The ui quark pair from Wannihilation cannot hadronize into wn + due to G-parity conservation, which would require a second-class axial current. If, however, three gluons are connected to the initial state C3 quark line, the modified W-annihilation process can occur with W+ + u~-+ r+ and ggg + w. Since the gluons also can carry spin, this process is no longer helicity suppressed. To further complicate the picture, although resonant FSI are not possible, Kamal et al. (5] and Buccella et al. [6] have suggested that non-resonant FSI can feed into D> + UT+ in the range 0.3 -3%.
CLEO [7] has searched for the decay D; + ox+ with u + m+n-mo. Only u + X+n-Zo combinations in the central Dalitz region were selected, and UT+ candidates were required to come from D;+ decays. We observed 36A 10 D; + WT+ events, shown in Figure 3 . To verify there is no contribution from other D$ + 47rdecays, the w mass cut was loosened and the 47r invariant mass was required to be in the D; CLEO measured r(D$ + q'p+)/r(P$ + q'1~) = 14.8* 5.8 and r(D~+ V+)w?-+ q~~) = 4.3 * 1.1, whereas theory predicts both ratios to be 2.9 [8] .
With the full CLEO 11dataset we have reexamined these branching fractions and the factorization hypothesis. For the D; + qvr+ and q'm+ modes, the q is reconstructed in the~~and T+Z-no channels. To construct the qp+ and q'p+ invariant mass distributions, only the q + vv mode was used. Nonresonant qf')n+n" contributions were reduced by requiring the T+xo mass to be within 170 MeV/c2 of the p+ mass and the helicity angle to be Icos 0. I >0.45 since the p+ must have zero helicity. There can still be non-negligible nonresonant feedthrough, so the D$ + qp+ and q'p+ branching fractions are extracted by relaxing the p cuts and fitting the Dalitz plot. Shown in Table 2 are the measured branching fractions along with the theoretical predictions. The variety of theoretical predictions assume form factors for the two-body decays from the pole model and from semileptonic decays. The predictions are consistent with the q~+, q'x+, and qp+ branching fractions but cannot explain 6 The uncertainty is primarily due to the uncertainty in the measured semileptonic decay rates. Ball et al. [12] has suggested that a modified W-annihilation diagram may be enhancing this mode, where two gluons connected to the initial C3 quark line hadronize to the q'. This is analogous to the W-annihilation diagram for D; + Wm+.
CHARMED BARYON SPECTROSCOPY
The family of charmed baryons is quite diverse. There is the isosinglet A: and the isotriplet 2C, the charmed-strange baryons ECand =:, and finally the of the spin~excitations of charmed baryons. These include the Z:++ and Z"" which decay into A~m+ and A$z-, respectively; and the charmed-strange b~ryons =C+ and E~Owhich are observed via the decay into E~T+ and =~z-, respectively. The X:++ and Z~Oare part of an isospin triplet, but the Z;+ has yet to be seen, primarily because of the difficulty of reconstructing its decay to AJTO.
The search for these spin excitations is similar to reconstructing D* mesons. We accumulate large samples of the ground state charmed baryons, add a charged pion, apply an XP >0.5 cut, and examine the mass difference spectrum. For the Z:++ and Xz" search, we start with N 15000 A$ candidates from 13 decay modes. These include At -) pK-n+ (N 8400 evts), pK~(N 1000 evts), AT+ (N 1100 evts), and Am+ro (W 900 evts). The A~m+ like-sign and A~n-~nlikesign mws difference distributions are shown in Figure 4 . Results of the fits to the X: signals with a Breit-Wigner convoluted with the detector resolution are shown in Table 3 . The broad peaks at AM w 233 MeV/c2 are the signals for X:++ and E;", in very good agreement with theoretical predictions. Both the A~m+ and A$m-have nearly identical rnws splittings, as is expected for isospin partners. The narrow peak at LMs 167 MeV/c2 is the ground state Z.. The Z: natural width is large because of the available phase space.
To search for the excited E&+and E~Obaryons, we collect a large sample of the ground state E$ and E: baryons. We use about 300 E: candidates from 'O +#, and D+K*"; and about 300 E: candida~es the decays E: -+~-~+~+~~x from the decays S: +~-~+,~-~+,~-~+~o, and~"~+~-" Comblnlng the EC candidate with a charged pion and calculating the mass difference AM= M(ECT) -M(EC), we observe a narrow peak at AM = 174.3zE0.5*1.O for =~n+ and a narrow peak at AM = 178.2& 0.5 A 1.0 for =:x-combinations (see Figure 5 and Table 3 ). We identify these states as the E:+ and =~", respectively, because the theoretical mass predictions are consistent with our measurements and the two mass differences are nearly identical as is expected for isospin partners.
FUTURE PROSPECTS IN CHARM PHYSICS
In the Fall of 1995 the Silicon Vertex detector (SVX) was installed in the CLEO detector, and we have to date collected N 3 fb-l of data, roughly 60% of the CLEO H dataset. The SVX is a three-layer, double-sided silicon strip detector that provides both r@ and z measurements. This will give a big boost to the charm physics program at CLEO. For the first time we will have decay length information for charmed hadrons. Vertex constrained fits to three-prong D+ or two-prong Do decays will greatly reduce the combinatorics backgrounds.
The D*+ + DOz+ mass difference resolution has improved three-fold due to the SVX performance, Kalman track fitting, and vertex constrained fitting. Finally, the CLEO drift chamber is now using a helium-based gas in place of Argon-Ethane, which reduces the multiple scattering and reduces the Lorentz angle to provide improved hit efficiency over the entire drift cell.
Below is a wish list of future charm physics analyses that will benefit strongly from the SVX and improved tracking capabilities. The CLEO detector continues to evolve and will undergo a major upgrade in two years time when basically everything inside the CSI calorimeter will be replaced. The CESR peak luminosity is currently 4 x 1032 cm-2s-l; there is steady progress to increase the luminosity by a factor of 10. This will necessitate new rare earth and superconducting quadruple magnets in the final focus. CLEO will build a new four-layer silicon detector and drift chamber which uses a helium-based gas. Finally, to identify pions and kaons with >40 separation over the entire momentum and cos Orange a ring imaging Cerenkov detector will be constructed.
In summary, the recent CLEO results in charm physics have explored final state interactions and W-annihilation processes in charmed meson decays. Isospin analyses of D + KK, Km, and mr show significant FSI. The candidate W-annihilation decay D$ + wr+ has been observed. The D> + q'p+ decay rate cannot be explained by factorization and may have a decay mechani~s imilar to that of D~+ Wz+. We have now observed many of the spinẽ xcited charmed baryons: X:++, Z~O,E;+, and E~O. Discovery of the missing spectral states including the =: and new orbitally excited charmed baryons are just around the corner. With luminosity and detector advancements, CLEO will continue to have a rich charm physics program in the years to come.
